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属性グラフ文法によるビジネス文書の定式化
志水

幸† , 赤木

剛朗† , 土田

賢省†† , 夜久

竹夫†

ビジネス文書の定式化は, 電子商取引や電子政府などの進展に伴って重要な課題になっている. 本論文では, 代表的な
ビジネス文書の 1 つである財務諸表に対して, グラフ文法により計算範囲の柔軟な指定も可能とする定式化を行うこと
を目的とする. 財務諸表の定式化のためには, 項目の順序や項目の数を規定する事と, 小計などの計算方法を規定する事
が必要である. そのため, 財務諸表の項目の順序や数の規定を可能とする文脈依存グラフ文法を構築し, そのグラフ文法
に計算方法を規定するための属性を付け加える.

A Formalization of Business Documents by an Attribute Graph
Grammar
Miyuki Shimizu† , Goro Akagi† , Kensei Tsuchida†† , and Takeo Yaku†
The formalization of business documents has become an important subject with the progress of e-commerce
and e-government. In this paper, we formalize the structure of ﬁnancial statement, which is a sort of business
document, by using graph grammar. To formalize ﬁnancial statements, we specify the order and the number
of items that appear and calculation methods. Therefore, we propose a context-sensitive graph grammar which
enables the speciﬁcation of the order and the number of items to formalize ﬁnancial statements. We also append
attributes to the context-sensitive graph grammar to specify calculation methods.
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(cf. [5]). To do so, we ﬁrst propose a CSGG which
provides the order and the number of items in hoThe formalization of business documents has be- mogeneous parts of ﬁnancial statements. Secondly,
come an important subject with the progress of we deﬁne an attribute graph grammar by adding see-commerce and e-government. Recently, business mantic rules to the production rules of the CSGG.
documents have been formalized by XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language) [8]. However,
Preliminary : Graph Representain the past formalizations including XBRL, specify- 2
ing the range of calculations such as subtotal and
tion of Financial Statements
average by course of columns and rows are diﬃcult. Moreover, table calculation is implemented in Applications of CSGG have been developed by seva fourth generarion languages, e.g., Excel, however, eral authors, e.g., [6], [7], [9]. In particular, Arita et
veriﬁcation of the order and the number of items al [9] construct a CSGG characterising and gener(cf. [3]) and a ﬂexible speciﬁcations of the range of ating two-demensional grid graphs. we modify the
the calculations are disable.
deﬁnition of the CSGG in [9] to formalize ﬁnancial
To cope with these problems, we use a Context- statement in Sect. 3. To formulate CSGG, we emSensitive Graph Gammar (CSGG for short). More ploy the notion of marked graph whose deﬁnition is
precisely, production rules in the CSGG enable veri- as follows.
ﬁcation by locally changing the graph representation
Deﬁnition 2.1 A marked graph is a system
of tables, and moreover, we can also use the function
(K,
R, k, r), where K is a ﬁnite set of nodes, K = ∅,
of automatic table culculation by adding semantic
rules specifying culculation methods for attribute- R ⊂ K × K, k : K → V a mapping for marking the
nodes, r : R → M a mapping for labeling the edges.
values to production rules.

In this paper, we formalize the structure of ﬁnanMoreover,
we
also
use
the
equivalence
of
marked
cial statement, which is a sort of business document,
by using CSGG, and our formalization enables us to graph deﬁned by
specify the ranges of calculations with no restriction
Deﬁnition 2.2 Two marked graphs Gi =
∗ The results are partially appeared in ”Miyuki Shimizu,
(Ki , Ri , ki , ri ), i ∈ {1, 2} are equal iﬀ there exists
Kinsei Tsuchida, and Takeo Yaku, A Formalization of Buse- a bijection f : K1 → K2 such that f yields a bijecness Documents by Graph Grammars (in japanese), ISPJ SIG tion of R1 to R2 , every a ∈ K1 has the same label
Technical Report, 2004-IS-88, 10, pp.66-73, 2004.”
as f (a) ∈ K2 and vice versa, and every (u, v) ∈ R1
† 日本大学文理学部
has
the same label as (f (u), f (v)) and vice versa. 
College of Humanities and Sciences, Nihon University
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Now, as in [6], we formalize graphs representing
the homogeneous parts in ﬁnancial statements such
School of Engineering, Toyo University
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as Fig. 1. To do so, the homogeneous parts will
be ﬁrst expressed as graphs. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
are a typical example of a ﬁnancial statement and
its graph representation, respectively. Each node
in Fig. 3 coresponds to each cell of the ﬁnancial
statement in Fig. 2, and marks of nodes stand for
items in the ﬁnancial statement. Marks with prime,
e.g., DO , are given to items for numerical data and
marks with double prime, e.g., DO , are given to
items for the results of culculations. Moreover, the
label lf of an edge (a, b) means that the two cells
coresponding to the nodes a and b are horizontally
adjacent to each other, and the edge label ov similarly means the vertical adjacency of the two cells.

Figure 1: a homogeneous part of the ﬁnancial statement

2002

2003

change

Domestic Operations

statements are complicated. Moreover, the frames
of homogeneous parts in ﬁnancial statements can
be expressed by two-dimensional grid graphs, but
it is proved that there exists a grid graph G such
that G cannot be generated by using NLC grammars, which is a sort of context-free graph grammar
(see [2]). Therefore, we employ the notion of CSGG
to formalize ﬁnancial statements. The production
rules transform a marked graph (not a node) into
a marked graph. We deﬁne a CSGG by modifying
the deﬁnition of the CSGG [9] as follows.
Deﬁnition 3.1 A context-sensitive production is
a tuple p = (A, H, pc ), where A = (Ka , Ra , ka , ra )
and H = (Kh , Rh , kh , rh ) are nonempty connected
marked graphs (cf. [7]), pc : (M , N ∪ T ) → Kh ,
M is the set of all labels for edges, and N and T
denote the set of nonterminal symbols, respectively,

such that |Ka |  |Kh |.
Deﬁnition 3.2 For marked graphs G = (K, R,
k, r) and G = (K  , R , k  , r ) the relationship

c
G =⇒
p G holds for p = (A, H, p ) with H = (Kh ,
Hh , kh , rh ) iﬀ G is blown up to G by replacing
graph A in G by H and replacing the edges connected to A according to pc , i.e.,
(i) there exists a graph with A = (Ka , Ra , ka ,
ra ),
(ii) K  = (K − Ka ) ∪ Kh ,
(iii) k  (a) = k(a) if a ∈ (K − Ka ); k  (a) = kh (a)
if a ∈ Kh ,

Overseas Operations
Sub total

(iv) R = R − {(a, i) | i ∈ Ka } − {(i,j) | i, j ∈
Ka } ∪ Rh ∪{(a, x) | i ∈ Ka ,
k(i) =

Domestic Operations
Overseas Operations
Sub total

(a,i)∈R

m, r((a, i)) = l and pc (l, m) = x ∈ Kh },
Figure 2: a part of ﬁnancial statement
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(v) r ((a, b)) = r((a, b)) if (a, b) ∈ R; r ((a, b)) =
rh ((a, b)) if (a,b) ∈ Rh , m ∈ M for all edges between H and the rest of G which are inherited
from an edge in G labeled by m.
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ov
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Figure 3: a graph expression of Fig.2

Deﬁnition 3.3 A CSGG is a system GGF =
(NF , TF , MF , PF , SF ), where NF is the set of nonterminal symbols, TF is the set of terminal symbols,
MF is a ﬁnite set of labels for the edges, PF is a ﬁnite
set of context sensitive productions p = (A, H, pc ),
and SF ∈ NF is the startsymbol, i.e., the startgraph

for GGF .
∗
We denote by ⇒ the reﬂexive and transitive closure of the symbol ⇒. Graph G is said to be derived
∗

=⇒

3

by the graph grammar GG if G GG G (GG and
∗ can be omited). We deﬁne a (context-sensitive)

Graph Grammar of Homogeneous
graph language L(GG) = {G|S
Part of Financial Statements

∗

=⇒
GG

G} as in the
string grammar.
Next, we deﬁne a graph grammar equivalent to a
Formalizing ﬁnancial statements in context free
graph grammars [1] that change one node is diﬃ- homogeneous part of ﬁnancial statements as follows.
cult because relationships among items in ﬁnancial
−40−
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Grammar 3.4 A ﬁnancial statement CSGG is a
system GGF 1 = (NF 1 , TF 1 , MF 1 , PF 1 , SF 1 ), where
NF 1 = {S, A, B, C, D, E, F , G, H, I, J, K, L, N ,
P , Q, R }, TF 1 = { DO, OO, St, DO , OO , St ,
year , ch, ch , Em }, MF 1 = { 1 , ..., 13 , lf , ov},
and SF 1 = S. PF 1 is shown in Appendix 1.

The terminal label DO stands for ”Domestic Operations”, OO for ”Overseas Operations”, St for
”Sub total”, ch for ”change”, and Em for an empty
cell .
In Fig. 4, we show a couple of the production
rules. Each production rules replaces a marked
graph on the left-hand side of the arrow by a marked
graph on the right-hand side of the arrow. Each
dashed line denotes an edge (a, b) between a node
a ∈ Ka (resp., a ∈ Kh ) and a node b ∈ Ka (resp.,
b ∈ Kh ) adjacent to Ka (resp., Kh ). For example,
the production rule p2 makes the edges labeled 1 ,
2 , 3 , 4 , which linked to the node marked with A,
link to the node marked with B.
Furthermore, labels including such, e.g., label1/label2 mean that the edge is ﬁrst labeled label1, and the label is replaced by label2 after applying a production rule. Applications of production
rules can be shown as in Fig. 5.
Here we give two remarks on the correspondence
from L(GGF ) into ﬁnancial statements.

Em
DO
ov

OO

The detail of proofs for the claims in the two remarks above is left to the forthcomming papers.
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Figure 5: Example of application of productions in
GGF

4.1

Attribute Graph Grammar for Financial Statements

Deﬁnition4.1 A context-sensitive attribute graph
GGF 1 , A, F ,
grammar is a tuple AGGF 1 =
where
• GGF 1 = (NF 1 , TF 1 , MF 1 , PF 1 , SF 1 ) deﬁned in
grammar 3.3 is called basic CSGG of AGGF 1 .
• For x ∈ NF 1 ∪ TF 1 , let I(x) be the set of inherit attributes and let S(x) be
the set of synI(x) and
thesise attributes. Let I =
x∈VF 1 ∪TF 1



S =

S(x)．Let A(x) = I(x) ∪ S(x).

x∈VF 1 ∪TF 1

Let A =



A(x) be an attribute set of

x∈VF 1 ∪TF 1

AGGF 1 . Moreover, a(x) stands for an attribute
a of x and V(a) stands for a set of values that
a holds.
• Each production rule pi = (Ai , Hi , pci ) in PF 1
has semanticrule sequencesi . si deﬁnes atS(x) ∪
I(x). Set F =
tribute of

㽶 A

x∈V (Ai )

x∈V (Hi )

si are called semantic rule set.

• I = {row ,
col ,
basisSt,
basisDO}
basisOO, sum, value, valueDO}, S = {}
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Remark 1 If T is derived by the grammar GGF 1 ,
then T is a ﬁnancial statement as shown in Fig.
2.
Remark 2 If T is a ﬁnancial statement as shown in
Fig. 2, then derivation of T by GGF 1 is unique
. Indeed, p15 and p16 transmit symbol D from
right to left, and the p36 and p37 also do so as
in the case of p15 and p16.
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Application of Semantic Rules

Semantic rules are the sets of the functions of attribute values. Moreover, we add the following functions to our attribute graph grammar to access input data of tables.
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Figure 4: A part of productions in GGF
Function

4

• get_value(c) returns the value which inputted in the cell c.

Attribute Graph Grammar[4]

In this section, we deﬁne semantic rules and
corrspond them to the production rules for the
CSGG GGF 1 .

• inherit(a, b) hands over all values of inherit
attribute of the cell a have to the cell b．

−41−
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As future works, we will convert ﬁnancial statement
include a heterogeneous part to graph and construct
a CSGG which produces its graph. Moreover, For
a graph grammar include a heterogeneous part of a
ﬁnancial statement, we will append attributes.
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